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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Rocky Mountain Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge (RMA
Refuge) is located 10 miles northeast of downtown Denver,
Colorado. It is home to deer, badgers, prairie dogs, bald eagles,
hawks and bison. According to the parties working to transform
the arsenal from a Superfund site to a cherished community asset:
“[t]he vision for the Rocky Mountain Arsenal is to create perhaps
the most unique national wildlife refuge in the country.” 1 One
aspect is certainly different than other refuges around the nation:
∗ Professor of Law, Pacific McGeorge School of Law. I would like to thank
the organizers of Study Space III, and fellow participants. I would also like to
thank Pacific McGeorge and Associate Dean for Faculty Scholarship Thom
Main for funding my participation in Study Space III. The experience was
transformative. My gratitude also goes to the library staff at Pacific McGeorge,
and among others, Dana Botello, Class of 2011, who provided superb research
assistance and inspiration.
1 Milestones, The Evolution of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, brochure
containing information contributed by the U.S. Army, Shell Oil Company and
several government agencies. Distributed Dec. 2008.
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The organizers of Study Space III were aware of how unique
and important the RMA Refuge is to the history and development
of the Denver region. 8 During our stay in Denver, the participants
in Study Space were given a tour of the RMA Refuge that included
two parts: the ongoing cleanup activities with immense areas of
dredged soil and landfills, and the sections open to the public with
prairie dog habitat, clear lakes, dusty fine grass prairie, and bison.
The RMA Refuge’s future is markedly at odds with its past legacy
of environmental degradation. This dramatic contrast provides a
unique window into the increasingly dominant impulse—
frequently in the context of mitigating the impacts of urban
development—to focus on restoration and creation of “faux nature”
as a substitute for environmental conservation. This paper
examines the RMA Refuge restoration in terms of key benchmarks
of successful restorations: 1) biological integrity; 2) historical
fidelity; 3) identifying root causes of and addressing practices
leading to environmental degradation; and finally, 4) public
engagement, connecting with the public and encouraging
environmentalism. Restoration is a choice among a variety of land
use options, and I emphasize the need for community acceptance
and involvement because the element of choice is often subsumed
by conflicts over historic conditions and what is natural. My thesis
is that the restoration will become a community asset only if the
lessons of the past are taught side by side with the ecological
success of restoration at the site.
While I conclude that in several areas the restoration is
achieving identified objectives, the areas where the RMA Refuge
restoration falls short of those benchmarks provide opportunities
for refining expectations regarding restorations in general. The
RMA Refuge is a work-in-progress, yet it has already produced
lessons for managing public response to restoration projects and
how image control can thwart public support. As succinctly stated
by the Remediation Venture Office (RVO) 9: “[r]eturning the
Arsenal to a community asset requires a comprehensive effort.” 10
depth of 5 feet in some areas and 10 feet in others. Press Release, Colo. Dep’ts
of L. & Pub. Health & Env't, The Natural Resource Damage Assessment, (Oct.
29, 2007) at 3-22 (citing specifically to South Plants Central Processing Area
and Former Basin F). The reduction in amount of NRD ultimately reached by
the settlement indicates that the plume may be shrinking at a faster rate than
anticipated.
8 Study Space III: Private and Public Lands in the Post-Colonial North
American West took place in December 2008. Study Space III was a project of
LatCrit and the Georgia State University College of Law Center for the
Comparative Study of Metropolitan Growth. Study Space provided a unique
opportunity for participants to engage in deep reflection on place and history
within a diverse group of scholars.
9 The RVO refers to the partnership between Shell, the US Army and Fish
and Wildlife to transform the site into a wildlife refuge.
10 Milestones, The Evolution of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, brochure
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is intended
fighting
chance to be heard.”
other responsibilities
the City9 The
wildlife
ecologist
acts as liaison with
the public. The wildlife ecologist educates the public so that
serve
as the
of their
educational,
speciesto that
perceive
thehub
developed
areas
of the City research,
as supportive
It isimbalance
a most challenging
advocacy
activismwith
to remedy
and
habitat
can live and
in harmony
people. 22 the
job. For
example, ofcoyotes
have become
established
in an
various
deficiencies
the current
legal well
system.
Having
neighborhoods
in southeast
such
as Greenwood
Village
independent
physical Denver,
base has
become
critical as
universities and law schools increasingly are even less
19 Jeremy P. Meyer, Evicted By War, Restored By Peace, DENVER POST,
Naming
and at
Launching
a New
Discourse of Critical Legal Scholarship, 2
Oct.
22, 2006,
C1, available
at http://www.denverpost.com/ci_4531146.
20 .The
HARV
LATINO
NRDL.settlement
REV . 1 (1997).
is being hailed as an important victory because it
CRIT
: LATINA
& LATINO
will See
enable
also
the LatCrit
state to preserve
Biennial lands
Conferences,
surrounding
LATthe
arsenal.
A press
C
RITICAL
LEGAL
THEORY
, INC., will
http://latcrit.org/content/conferences/latcritrelease
states
that “the
settlements
allow for the protection of threatened
biennial-conferences/
(last visited
July 5, 2013)
a list oflost
thetoprevious
land parcels in areas around
the Arsenal
before(providing
they are forever
conferences,
providing
links
to view
symposia
articles
for some
development.”and
Press
Release, direct
Colorado
Attorney
General,
Colorado
Settles
years
(found byArsenal
following
respective
Rocky Mountain
Suitthe
(May
29, 2008),year’s link to its corresponding
webpage).
http://www.coloradoattorneygeneral.gov/press/news/2008/05/29/co lorado_settle
Additionally, LatCrit has developed a substantial body of scholarship from
s_rocky_mountain_arsenal_suit.
21 Denver
Mayor Hickenlooper
hasalia
initiated
a plan for
sustainable
several
other stand-alone
symposia: inter
the South-North
Exchange,
the
development.
Federico
Cheever, Edward
and James
Van Hemert,
Study Space See
Series,
the International
and Ziegler
Comparative
Colloquia.
LatCrit
CRITIt
: Take
LATCRIT
ATINA Green
& LATINO
CRITICAL
LEGAL
POST, TJuly
HEORY
30,,
Op-Ed., What
For: aLReally
Denver?
DENVER
Symposia,
LATWill
INC., athttp://latcrit.org/content/publications/latcrit-symposium/
(last
visited
2006,
E1, available at http://www.denverpost.com/perspective/ci_4104578.
July 5,
2014). note that “For Denver’s initiative to be more than symbolic,
The
authors
6 These will
include
González, to
Andrea
Freeman,
Greenprint
have Professors
to address Marc-Tizoc
Denver’s contribution
regional
sprawl and
César
Cuahtémoc García
See About LatCrit, supra note 3 (listing
the
environmental
damageHernández.
it causes.” Id.
Ashley Dulop,
City
of Denver
Ecologist,
to Study
the 22professors
on the
LatCrit
BoardWildlife
of Directors
andPresentation
their respective
law
Space
III Participants, Denver, CO (Dec. 2, 2008). See also Christopher N.
schools).
7 Campo
ATCRIT: L
LATINO
CRITICAL
POSTL,EGAL
Feb. 26,
THEORY
2009,,
Osher,
DenverSano,
UrgesL"Hazing"
ofATINA
UrbanAND
Coyotes,
DENVER
INC, B3,
http://www.latcrit.org/content/campo-sano/
(last visited July 5, 2014).
at
available at http://www.denverpost.com/breakingnews/ci_11783558
8 Id.Dulop as urging the “hazing” or frightening away coyotes, who have
(citing
9 Id. to suburban living and may provide benefits such as rodent control).
adopted
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23 A
and The
Broomfield.
organizers
of Study
coyote Space
exterminator
III were aware
was hired
of how to
unique
kill
and
aggressive
important
individual
the RMA
coyotes
Refugethat
is tothreaten
the history
people
and or
development
pets, but
8 During
our stay
in Denver,
the his
participants
of
citizens
the Denver
sympathetic
region. to
the animals
sought
to thwart
efforts. 24
It
in Study
shouldSpace
comewere
as little
given surprise
a tour of that
the RMA
someRefuge
people
that
may
included
have
trouble
two parts:
embracing
the ongoing
the introduction
cleanup activities
of a wildland
with immense
border. The
areasfact
of
that
dredged
thesoilrefuge
and landfills,
is touted
and as
the an
sections
excellent
open to
recreational
the public with
and
educational
prairie dog habitat,
experience
cleardownplays
lakes, dusty
this
finefact
grass
andprairie,
emphasizes
and bison.
the
restoration
The RMA Refuge’s
as less natural
future isormarkedly
wild and at
more
oddsmanaged
with itsfor
past
people
legacy
to
safely
of environmental
enjoy its presence.
degradation. This dramatic contrast provides a
unique window into the increasingly dominant impulse—
2.frequently
A NutshellinHistory
the context
of the Rocky
of mitigating
Mountain the
Arsenal.
impacts of urban
development—to focus on restoration and creation of “faux nature”
25
as aThesubstitute
first inhabitants
for environmental
of the area conservation.
were Native Americans.
This paper
They
too the
impacted
the natural
habitat,
though
often
in subtle
examines
RMA Refuge
restoration
in terms
of key
benchmarks
ways.
They were
removed from
plains so
that agriculture
could
of successful
restorations:
1) the
biological
integrity;
2) historical
26 But the
Native
be
expanded
by luring eastern
farmersoftoand
Denver.
fidelity;
3) identifying
root causes
addressing
practices
Americans’
as an important
part and
of thefinally,
history of
site
leading
to presence
environmental
degradation;
4) the
public
will be memorialized.
As with
part ofthe
the public
restoration,
site will
engagement,
connecting
and the
encouraging
contain a re-creation
of a traditional
Native
American
tepee
and
environmentalism.
Restoration
is a choice
among
a variety
of land
interpretational
provided
to guests
to understand
the
use
options, and material
I emphasize
the need
for community
acceptance
placed
artifacts. because the element of choice is often subsumed
and
involvement
By the over
1880s,
the area
was farmland.
The
farmMy
was
one
by conflicts
historic
conditions
and what
is Egli
natural.
thesis
of several
occupied will
the become
site. Thea Egli
farmhouse,
although
is
that thethat
restoration
community
asset
only if put
the
to different
usespast
throughout
theseside
pastby
decades,
still the
stands
where
lessons
of the
are taught
side with
ecological
it was built.
It too willatconstitute
success
of restoration
the site. a historical marker and tether to
the past.
While I conclude that in several areas the restoration is
In 1942,
the U.S.
Army obtained
much
of thethe
land
comprising
achieving
identified
objectives,
the areas
where
RMA
Refuge
the arsenal falls
by eminent
Condemnation
hearings
held on
restoration
short of domain.
those benchmarks
provide
opportunities
Junerefining
15, 1942,
resulted inregarding
20,000 acres
of farmland
being seized
for
expectations
restorations
in general.
The
for the
operation
of the arsenal. yet
Theit U.S.
Army began
to
RMA
Refuge
is a work-in-progress,
has already
produced
manufacture
chemical public
weapons,
including
mustard gas,
Lewisite,
lessons
for managing
response
to restoration
projects
and
and chlorine
gas. Initially,
thepublic
arsenal
was hastily
constructed
to
how
image control
can thwart
support.
As succinctly
stated
9: “[r]eturning
the
catchthe
up Remediation
with Germany’s
chemical
weapons
program
and to serve
by
Venture
Office
(RVO)
10
Arsenal
to a community
asset
requires
a comprehensive
effort.”
as a deterrent.
The napalm
bombs
dropped
by U.S. forces on
Japan

depth of 5 feet in some areas and 10 feet in others. Press Release, Colo. Dep’ts
Id.Pub. Health & Env't, The Natural Resource Damage Assessment, (Oct.
of L.23 &
Annat
Schrader,
Greenwood
Village
Makes Plants
First Coyote
Kill,
DENVER Area
29, 24
2007)
3-22 (citing
specifically
to South
Central
Processing
POSTFormer
, Feb. 24,
2009,F).
available
at
and
Basin
The reduction
in amount of NRD ultimately reached by
http://www.denverpost.com/breakingnews/ci_11773393;
Tom
Critics
the
settlement indicates that the plume may be shrinking
at McGhee,
a faster rate
than
Could Block Efforts to Kill Bad Coyotes in Greenwood Village, DENVER POST,
anticipated.
Study
Space
III: Private
and Public Lands in the Post-Colonial North
Mar.8 31,
2009,
available
at
American West took place in December 2008. Study Space
III was
a project of
http://www.denverpost.com/breakingnews/ci_12033409;
see also
Michael
LatCrit and
the Issues
Georgia
StateAfter
University
College
of Law
CenterPOST
for, the
Davidson,
Coyote
Persist
Broomfield
Kills Pack,
DENVER
June
4, 2009, Study
available
Comparative
of at
Metropolitan Growth. Study Space provided a unique
http://www.denverpost.com/breakingnews/ci_12518914.
opportunity for participants to engage in deep reflection on place and history
25 The
Nativegroup
Americans
that lived in the region that became Colorado
within
a diverse
of scholars.
included the Utes, Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians. K ATHLEEN A. BROSNAN,
9 The M
UNITING
RVO
OUNTAIN
refersAND
to the
PLAIN
partnership
39 (2002).between Shell, the US Army and Fish
Id. to transform
See
also
Rocky
Mountain
Arsenal Site History,
and26Wildlife
the site
into a wildlife
refuge.
10 Milestones, The Evolution of the l Rocky
Mountain
http://www.rma.army.mil/site/sitefrm.htm
(last visited
July Arsenal,
22, 2009).brochure
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on Marchfrom
different
9 and
its 10,
predecessors,
1945, were
particularly
produced at
since
the itRocky
had the
Mountain
benefit
Arsenal.
of
two years
In addition
of planning.
to providing weapons during World War II the
27 The Army
arsenal
Likealso
thecontributed
shift in conference
to the cold
scheduling,
war armsother
race.changes
have
later leased
parts the
of the
site entity,
to Shell
Chemical
Company,
a
taken
place within
LatCrit
including
concerted
efforts
division
of Shell
Oil Company,
in 1952, which
herbicides
to
continue
a process
of institutionalization.
In produced
recent years,
there
and been
insecticides
there.
has
a growing
focus on how to capitalize on its critical niche,
The Army
discontinued
productionofof critical
chemical
weaponsand
in
continue
cultivating
the nextitsgeneration
scholars,
1969,
Shell
manufacturing
there until
1982. along.
While
ensurebut
that
the continued
baton of outsider
jurisprudence
is passed
shifting
fromthe
wartime
use to peacetime
industrial
use, the
arsenal
Internally,
organization
has shifted,
including
a gradual
still
manufactured
products
intended so
to to
be speak,
toxic. as
These
changing
of the guard
in leadership,
well many
as a
activities
arsenal heavily
contaminated
downsizingleft
in the
administration.
For example,
from with
2008wartime
to the
manufacturing
by-products
as well
pesticide product
andwith
bypresent, the Board
of Directors
was as
intentionally
downsized,
product
residues.
Theofpollution
spread
fromoccupied
the site, by
andjunior
impacted
a growing
number
Board seats
being
law
neighboring
professors. 6 farms. Litigation over property damage and health
Another
major
is LatCrit’s
of a
impacts
predates
the development
decision to transform
the acquisition
site into wildlife
physical space
for the
property,impacting
Campo Sano
habitat.
Initially,
the organization.
discovery ofThe
pollution
the
(Spanish for “Camp
Healthy,”
moredealt
literally,
Sanity”),
is
neighboring
communities
wasoralso
with “Camp
politically
as the
Purchased by
a ten-acre
parcel of
land resolution
located in Central
leaders
of Denver
sought
from theFlorida.
federal 7government.
LatCrit
in 2011,
spacebegan
is home
to The Living
In 1984
the the
Army
to investigate
the Justice
extent Center
of the
8 The
serves
and the LatCritand
Community
Campus.
contamination,
as a result
the site
was physical
placed onfacility
the National
as a means
“to (NPL)
level the
field NPL
and give
a
Priorities
List
in playing
1987. The
is aLatCrit
list of activists
the most
9 Thein
space
fighting chance
to be heard.”
seriously
contaminated
sites
theis intended
United States, which
prioritizes the need for cleanup. As with many post-military sites,
to serve
as among
the hub
their
educational,
the arsenal
ranked
the of
most
polluted
places onresearch,
the Earth.
and
activism
to remedy athe
imbalance
and on
Inadvocacy
1986, the
U.S.
Army discovered
roost
of bald eagles
28 At first,
were
concerned
the an
health
deficiencies
of scientists
the current
legal
system.about
Having
the site.
impacts
to the birds,
which base
were has
protected
by the
Endangered
independent
physical
become
critical
as
29 Researchers
captured
Species
Act and the
universities
andBald
law Eagle
schoolsAct.
increasingly
are even
less the
birds and took blood and tissue samples, leading to the conclusion
that the eagles were healthy. 30 Policymakers’ discussions led to
the
decision to transform the site to a wildlife refuge, which was
Naming and Launching a New Discourse of Critical Legal Scholarship, 2
proposed
byL. Rthe
Wildlife Federation, a prominent
HARV . LATINO
EV . 1 National
(1997).
To accomplish
this
: LATINA
goal, &
Congress
LATINO
See also LatCrit
Biennial 31Conferences,
LATCRIT
environmental
organization.
CRITICAL the
LEGAL
THEORY
, INC., Arsenal
http://latcrit.org/content/conferences/latcritpassed
Rocky
Mountain
National Wildlife Refuge Act
biennial-conferences/
visited
July 5, 2013) (providing a list of the previous
32
(RMANWR
Act) in (last
1992.
conferences, and providing direct links to view symposia articles for some
years (found by following the respective year’s link to its corresponding
webpage).
27
G ERALD NASH
, THEhas
AMERICAN
WEST
TRANSFORMED
IMPACT OFfrom
THE
Additionally,
LatCrit
developed
a substantial
body: T
ofHEscholarship
S
ECOND other
WORLD
WAR (Ind.symposia:
Univ. Press,
on the impact
of WWII
several
stand-alone
inter1985)(focusing
alia the South-North
Exchange,
the
to
the west).
Study
Space Series, the International and Comparative Colloquia. LatCrit
28 Jeffrey
Cohn,
CRIT: ALAT
Makeover
CRIT: Lfor
ATINA
Rocky
& Mountain
LATINO CRITICAL
Arsenal: LTransforming
EGAL THEORYa,
Symposia,
LAT
ISuperfund
NC.,
http://latcrit.org/content/publications/latcrit-symposium/
(last 273-275
visited
Site into a National Wildlife Refuge, 49 BIOSCIENCE
(1999).
July 5, 2014).
29 These
6
Id.
include Professors Marc-Tizoc González, Andrea Freeman, and
30 Id.
The health
effects
of contamination
been
studied
to
César
Cuahtémoc
García
Hernández.
See About have
LatCrit,
supra
notespecific
3 (listing
mammals,
birds on
andthe
insects,
withBoard
varying
due and
to many
factors
the professors
LatCrit
of effects
Directors
theirdifferent
respective
law
including
schools). exposure pathways. For further discussion of the studies see id. at
7 Campo
Sano, infra
LATCRIT
: L
ATINA
LATINO
CRITICAL
LEGAL
HEORY,
275-277.
The ROD,
note
37,
also AND
addresses
how
the cleanup
willTaddress
Iwildlife.
NC, http://www.latcrit.org/content/campo-sano/ (last visited July 5, 2014).
31Id.
8
Id.
32Id.
9
Rocky Mountain Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge Act of 1992, Pub. L.
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Among
The
organizers
its provisions,
of Study
theSpace
Act restricted
III were the
aware
saleofofhow
partunique
of the
and
land important
still containing
the RMA
waste
Refuge
and isremediation
to the history
facilities,
and development
which the
8 During
our stay
in from
Denver,
thesections,
participants
of
U.S.
theArmy
Denver
will
region.
continue
to own.
Apart
those
the
in Study
Spacewas
were
a tour
of the by
RMA
thatFish
included
vast
acreage
setgiven
to be
managed
theRefuge
Federal
and
two parts:
the (FWS).
ongoing cleanup activities with immense areas of
Wildlife
Service
dredged
soil and
landfills,
the sections
open to
public
Several
events
are and
heralded
as points
of the
light
in with
this
prairie dog habitat,
lakes,
finewas
grass
prairie, and
bison.
restoration.
In 2004,clear
4,930
acresdusty
of land
transferred
from
the
The RMA
Refuge’s
future ofis the
markedly
with its by
past
legacy
Army
to the
Department
Interiorattoodds
be managed
FWS.
In
of environmental
degradation.
dramaticThese
contrast
provides
a
2006
another 7,266
acres was This
transferred.
are areas
that
unique
the
increasingly
dominant
impulse—
can
now window
be visitedinto
by the
public.
In 2007, bison
were returned
to
frequently
in herd
the context
of mitigating
impacts the
of health
urban
the
RMA. The
will be part
of an effortthe
to improve
development—to
focus by
on maintaining
restoration and
creation
of “faux
nature”
of
bison as a species,
a stock
of bison
genetically
33
as a substitute
for environmental
conservation. This paper
distinct
from other herds.
Unrelated
to the
cleanup
efforts, but
nonetheless
examines
the RMA
Refuge
restoration
in terms
of key newsworthy,
benchmarks
a
Resources
Damages
settlement
was2)reached
by
of Natural
successful
restorations:
1) (NRD)
biological
integrity;
historical
the
parties
2009. Colorado
Natural
Trusteespractices
sought
fidelity;
3) in
identifying
root causes
of Resource
and addressing
NRDs
Shell and the degradation;
Army to compensate
for water
and
leading from
to environmental
and finally,
4) public
wildlife
losses.connecting
The NRDwith
assessment
prepared
Colorado
engagement,
the public
and by
encouraging
trustees
supports further
compensation
the
environmentalism.
Restoration
is a choicebeyond
amongrestoration
a variety ofofland
RMA
Refuge,and
in I part
restingtheonneed
the for
factcommunity
that the acceptance
completed
use options,
emphasize
cleanup
will still because
result in the
contamination
at the
site and
and involvement
element of remaining
choice is often
subsumed
An agreement
in principle
was
in
for conditions
decades. 34 and
by surrounding
conflicts overareas
historic
what is natural.
My thesis
reached
thatrestoration
would givewill
$35 become
million atocommunity
the state toasset
compensate
for
is that the
only if the
35 The side
visionbyforside
the with
regionthe
is aecological
corridor
natural
damages.
lessons resource
of the past
are taught
of open ofspace,
whichat will
be funded by the NRDs from this
success
restoration
the site.
Colorado
General
hasthe
claimed
that the
settlement.
While 36I The
conclude
thatAttorney
in several
areas
restoration
is
Refuge
is the
lynchpin
of this corridor.
achieving
identified
objectives,
the areas where the RMA Refuge
restoration falls short of those benchmarks provide opportunities
for refining expectations
regarding
restorations in general. The
B. Legal
Background.
RMA Refuge is a work-in-progress, yet it has already produced
lessons
for managing
public response
restoration
projects
and
Although
the RMANWR
Act of to1992
set forth
the legal
how image control can thwart public support. As succinctly stated
by the Remediation Venture Office (RVO) 9: “[r]eturning the
No.
102-402
Arsenal
to (1992).
a community asset requires a comprehensive effort.” 10

33 Press Release, Pilot Bison Project at Rocky Mountain Arsenal National
Wildlife Refuge, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, Jan. 1, 2007. The press release
depth ofhow
5 feet
some is
areas
and 10 feet
in others.
Dep’ts
details
thein FWS
transferring
bison
amongPress
and Release,
between Colo.
refuges
to
of L. &against
Pub. Health
Env't, material.
The Natural Resource Damage Assessment, (Oct.
guard
loss of&genetic
29, 34
2007)
3-22 Release,
(citing specifically
SouthofPlants
Processing
SeeatNews
Colorado toDep’ts.
Law Central
and Public
Health Area
and
and Former Basin
F). 2007).
The reduction in amount of NRD ultimately reached by
Environment
(Oct. 29,
the 35
settlement
indicates Colo.
that the
plume
mayColorado
be shrinking
at aRocky
faster Mountain
rate than
Press Release,
Att'y
Gen.,
Settles
anticipated.
Arsenal
Suit
(May
29,
2008),
available
at
8 Study Space III: Private and Public Lands in the Post-Colonial
North
http://www.ago.state.co.us/press_detail.cfmpressID=911.html.
John
Ingold,
AmericanDeal
West Opens
took place
December
2008.
Study Space
III was aSpurs
projectthe
of
Arsenal
Tapinfor
Cleanup:
Groundwater
Pollution
LatCrit and
the Georgia
State University
Law Center
for the
Largest
Environmental
Settlement
in State College
History,ofDenver
Post, May
30,
Comparative Study of Metropolitan Growth. Study Space provided a unique
2009.
opportunity
participants
to engage
in deep
reflection
on place
and history
36 Thesefor
types
of arrangements
where
restoration
awards
are used
off-site
within
a diverse
group
of scholars.
have come
under
scrutiny.
See Diane S. Calendine, Comment, Investigating
the Exxon Valdez Restoration Effort: Is Resource Acquisition Really
9 The RVO
to Envtl.
the partnership
Shell,
the US Army
and Fish
Restoration?
9 refers
Dick. J.
L. & Pol’y between
341 (2000)
(expressing
preference
for
and
Wildlife where
to transform
site into is
a wildlife
refuge.and replacement habitat
a
hierarchy
on-site the
restoration
first required
10 Milestones,
Theonly
Evolution
of the Rocky
Mountain Arsenal, brochure
purchased
elsewhere
when restoration
is infeasible).
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framework
different
from
foritsthe
predecessors,
RMA Refuge
particularly
restoration,
sinceseveral
it had laws
the benefit
were
implicated
of
two yearsatofthe
planning.
RMA site prior to its adoption. In addition to the
hazardous
Like the
waste
shift
and
in toxic
conference
materials
scheduling,
laws such
other
as changes
the Resource
have
taken
Conservation
place within
and Recovery
the LatCrit
Act,entity,
Comprehensive
including concerted
Environmental
efforts
to
Response,
continueCompensation,
a process of institutionalization.
and Liability Act In
(CERCLA),
recent years,
Colorado’s
there
has
health
been
anda safety
growing
laws,
focus
the
onEndangered
how to capitalize
SpeciesonAct,
its the
critical
Migratory
niche,
continue
Bird Treaty
cultivating
Act, and the
the next
Bald generation
and Golden ofEagle
critical
Protection
scholars,
Actand
all
ensure
requiredthat
action.
the37 baton of outsider jurisprudence is passed along.
Few would
have predicted
the RMA
could aultimately
Internally,
the organization
hasthat
shifted,
including
gradual
return to aof community
during thesomost
tumultuous
years
changing
the guard asset
in leadership,
to speak,
as well
as of
a
is particularly so
the government
litigation. 38 This
downsizing
in administration.
Forbecause
example,
from 2008 entities
to the
involved the
have
been
locked in
struggle,
engagedwith
in
present,
Board
of Directors
waspower
intentionally
downsized,
deceptions,
had of
lostBoard
sight seats
of thebeing
publicoccupied
interest by
in an
orderly,
a
growing and
number
junior
law
6 cleanup of the site. 39 The power struggle has largely
transparent
professors.
been Another
between major
the military
development
and State
is ofLatCrit’s
Colorado.acquisition
Early litigation
of a
physical
focused on
space
whether
for the
theorganization.
state of Colorado
The property,
could assert
Campo
authority
Sano
(Spanish
over the cleanup
for “Camp
of the
Healthy,”
site.
or more literally, “Camp Sanity”), is
7 Purchased
by
a ten-acre
In United
parcel
States
of land
of America
located inv.Central
State ofFlorida.
Colorado,
the United
LatCrit brought
in 2011, a
the declaratory
space is home
to The Living
States
judgment
action Justice
arguingCenter
that
facility serves
and the LatCrit
Community
Campus.
CERCLA
provisions
precluded
the8 The
Statephysical
of Colorado
from
40 and
Thegive
State
of Colorado
had
as a means
level the waste
playing
field
LatCrit
activists
a
enforcing
its “to
hazardous
laws.
9 The space is and
intended
identified
off-site
water
contamination,
required that the
fighting chance
to be
heard.”
Army submit a closure plan for Basin F, an area used as a
to serve
as the hub
educational,
research,
repository
for hazardous
wasteofbytheir
the Army
and Shell.
The State
advocacy and
activism
to remedy
the imbalance
and and
was authorized
by the
EPA under
the Resource
Conservation
deficiencies
of the
current
system.
Having
an
Recovery
Act (RCRA)
to carry
out legal
its own
equivalent
hazardous
base
become
critical like
as any
waste independent
laws “in lieuphysical
of” RCRA.
Thehas
federal
government,
universities and law schools increasingly are even less
37 The Record of Decision also discusses how the remedial actions were
constrained not only by these acts, but by Army UXO and agent management
Naming
and requirements
Launching aasNew
of Critical
LegalConvention.
Scholarship,See
2
and
disposal
wellDiscourse
as the Chemical
Weapons
HARV .Superfund
LATINO L. RRecord
EV . 1 (1997).
EPA
of Decision, Rocky Mountain Arsenal (US Army),
See also LatCrit Biennial Conferences,
LATCRIT: LATINA & LATINO
June
1996,
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activities
with
of
from parts:
the NPL
sold to
Commerce
City. 83
the Prairie
Gateway,
including
dredged
soil and
landfills,
and the commercial,
sections openretail
to thedevelopment
public with
and a large
soccer stadium,
withdusty
futurefine
plans
for prairie,
a high school
and
prairie
dog habitat,
clear lakes,
grass
and bison.
84 is markedly at odds with its past legacy
additional
retail space.
The
RMA Refuge’s
future
The cleanup degradation.
plan for theThis
RMA,
embodied
in the provides
Record of
of environmental
dramatic
contrast
a
Decision
and including
of remediation
and impulse—
restricted
unique window
into the levels
increasingly
dominant
future
uses,inwas
culmination
of the process
described
frequently
thethe
context
of mitigating
the impacts
of above,
urban
Yet, citizens
including
a significant
of public
input. 85
development—to
focus onamount
restoration
and creation
of “faux
nature”
perceived
the choice
remediate theconservation.
site to provide
as a substitute
for toenvironmental
This wildlife
paper
habitat
asthe
a means
to shortcut
more extensive
at the site.
examines
RMA Refuge
restoration
in terms cleanup
of key benchmarks
It
of course restorations:
more economical
to identifyintegrity;
a future use
that will
of issuccessful
1) biological
2) historical
limit
exposure
and thusroot
reduce
risk ofto and
thoseaddressing
coming inpractices
contact
fidelity;
3) identifying
causes
with
soil toandenvironmental
water at the degradation;
site. Nonetheless,
living
the
leading
and those
finally,
4) in
public
vicinity
of theconnecting
cleanup site
scorn and
for aencouraging
less than
engagement,
withmay
thehold
public
aggressive
remediation
to remedy
past pollution
and eliminate
environmentalism.
Restoration
is a choice
among a variety
of land
risk
to human
Theythe
may
embrace the
scaled
use options,
and health.
I emphasize
needfailfortocommunity
acceptance
approach
in this because
particular
questioning
fairness.
Some
and involvement
the case,
element
of choice its
is often
subsumed
may
ask/have
whyconditions
the site should
notisbe
cleanedMy
upthesis
to a
by conflicts
overasked
historic
and what
natural.
future
directlywill
related
to future
uses predicted
as aifneed
is that use
the more
restoration
become
a community
asset only
the
in
the community.
suchside
as Victor
lessons
of the past Scholars
are taught
by sideFlatt
withhave
the evaluated
ecological
the
weaknesses
of risk-based
success
of restoration
at the site.corrective actions and exposed the
potential
to reach
otherwise be
Whilefailure
I conclude
thatfair
in results
several that
areaswould
the restoration
is
86 Under
is
expected under
common
law doctrine.
achieving
identified
objectives,
the areas
wherethis
theview,
RMARBCA
Refuge
no
more than
perversion
of the
polluter pays
concept,
the idea
restoration
fallsa short
of those
benchmarks
provide
opportunities
that
the actor
who has caused
pollution
should in
bear
the costThe
of
for refining
expectations
regarding
restorations
general.
Further,
RBCA
remedying
associated
harm from suchyet
pollution.
RMA Refuge
is a work-in-progress,
it has 87already
produced
does notforadequately
harm to to
therestoration
victim in projects
a way that
lessons
managing redress
public response
and
how image control can thwart public support. As succinctly stated
by the Remediation Venture Office (RVO) 9: “[r]eturning the
82 Id. at 275.
Arsenal
to a community asset requires a comprehensive effort.” 10
83
Community Involvement Plan for Rocky Mountain Arsenal
Contamination Cleanup, Public Relations Office 5-7 (Revised Plan published
depth
of 5
feet in some areas and 10 feet in others. Press Release, Colo. Dep’ts
January
2008).
Id.Pub. Health & Env't, The Natural Resource Damage Assessment, (Oct.
of L.84 &
Public
is required
both under
CERCLA,
42 U.S.C.
§ 9617 (2006)
29, 85
2007)
at input
3-22 (citing
specifically
to South
Plants Central
Processing
Area
National
Policy
and the
Former
BasinEnvironmental
F). The reduction
inAct.
amount of NRD ultimately reached by
Victor B.indicates
Flatt, “[H]e
At may
His be
Peril
Keep ItatThere…”:
Howthan
the
the 86
settlement
that Should
the plume
shrinking
a faster rate
Common Law Tells Us That Risk Based Corrective Action Is Wrong, 76 NOTRE
anticipated.
8 Study
DAME
L. REVSpace
. 341 (2001).
III: Private and Public Lands in the Post-Colonial North
87 Although
the polluter-pays
principle
is crafted
a rule
prevention
in
American
West took
place in December
2008.
Study as
Space
III of
was
a project of
its formulation
by the State
Organization
Economic
LatCrit
and the Georgia
UniversityforCollege
of LawCooperation
Center for and
the
Development, Study
it has
as aGrowth.
principleStudy
for Space
liabilityprovided
and restoration.
Comparative
of evolved
Metropolitan
a unique
Organizationfor
forparticipants
Economic to
Cooperation
and Development
opportunity
engage in deep
reflection on (OECD),
place andGuiding
history
Principles
Concerning
Economic Aspects of Environmental
within
a diverse
group ofInternational
scholars.
Policies, Recommendation C(72) 128, para. 4, adopted May 26, 1972, reprinted
9 The
to the
Shell,Polluter-Pays
the US ArmyPrinciple:
and Fish
in 11
ILMRVO
1172refers
(1972).
Seepartnership
Sanford E.between
Gains, The
and Wildlife
to transform
site into a wildlife
From
Economic
Equity tothe
Environmental
Ethos,refuge.
26 TEX. INTL. L. J. 463, 471Milestones, The Evolution of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, brochure
487 10(1991).
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comports from
different
with its
“one
predecessors,
of our most
particularly
bedrock common
since it laws—that
had the benefit
the
harming
of
two years
party
of planning.
should compensate the victim when that is
Others
supportedscheduling,
these measures
as practical,
possible.”
Like88the
shift have
in conference
other changes
have
and part
a realistic
approach
to including
achievingconcerted
environmental
taken
placeofwithin
the LatCrit
entity,
efforts
sentiment
of many within the
Denveryears,
community
protection.
to
continue89 aThe
process
of institutionalization.
In recent
there
is a been
mixed
bag of resentment
fortothe
long over-due
cleanup,
but
has
a growing
focus on how
capitalize
on its critical
niche,
realism that
the refuge
cheaper alternative
a cleanup
continue
cultivating
the was
nexta generation
of criticalthan
scholars,
and
which that
wouldthehave
in land
usable for
the growing
ensure
batonresulted
of outsider
jurisprudence
is passed
along.
90
metropolitanthe
area.
Internally,
organization
has shifted, including a gradual
changing of the guard in leadership, so to speak, as well as a
downsizing B.
in Historical
administration.
ForBack
example,
Fidelity:
to Whatfrom
Past?2008 to the
present, the Board of Directors was intentionally downsized, with
a growing
of over
Boardfaux
seats
being
law
Key in number
the debate
nature
is occupied
the choiceby
of junior
restoration
6
professors.
endpoint. Completely
separate from the question of human health
major cleanup
development
is LatCrit’s
acquisition
of a
and Another
environmental
standards
is the vision
for a certain
91
physical space
the organization.
The inproperty,
Campo
Sano
idealized
state offornature,
which is sought
restoration
projects.
(Spanish
forthe
“Camp
Healthy,”toorhistorical
more literally,
Sanity”), is
For many,
commitment
fidelity “Camp
in a restoration
7 Purchased by
a ten-acre
of land located
in Central
Florida.
measure parcel
of a successful
restoration
project.
Restorationists
urge
LatCrit
2011, the
is home
The Living
Justice
that thisin element
notspace
be taken
fortogranted,
in favor
of Center
simply
The physical
facility serves
and
the LatCrit
Community Campus.
preferring
an environment
that is 8biologically
functioning,
and
as a meansthe
“tomost
level highly
the playing
and giveservices
LatCrit(e.g.,
activists
a
delivering
valuedfield
ecosystem
water
is intended place can be
fighting chance
be heard.” 9 The
filtration,
floodto prevention)
thatspace
a particular
engineered to produce. Complicating the achievement of an
to serve
as the
educational,
identified
historical
pasthub
is of
thetheir
shifting
baseline research,
and lack of
advocacy
and activism
records
documenting
the past. to remedy the imbalance and
deficiencies
of case
the of
current
legal several
system.“pasts”
Having
an have
Clearly,
in the
the RMA,
could
independent
base has
become
as
been chosen
for thephysical
restoration—in
an era
prior critical
to the military
universities
schools increasingly
are even
less By
activities
farming and
was law
a prevalent
use of the land.
In Nature
Design, Eric Higgs emphasizes why historical fidelity is as
important in successful restoration as biological integrity by
focusingand
on Launching
the importance
of placeof and
itsLegal
connection
with2
Naming
a New Discourse
Critical
Scholarship,
narrative
continuity.
While
restorations
do
create
a
landscape
that
HARV . LATINO L. REV . 1 (1997).
ATINAconcern
& LATINO
also LatCrit
Biennial
Conferences,
LATCRIT
is See
human
engineered,
Higgs
gives voice
to: Lthe
or
C
RITICAL LEGAL
HEORY, INC.,connect
http://latcrit.org/content/conferences/latcritimperative
that Trestoration
us with the land rather than
biennial-conferences/ (last visited July 5, 2013) (providing a list of the previous
elevate
technological optimism above environmental ethic. “If we
conferences, and providing direct links to view symposia articles for some
can
maintain
link between
scienceyear’s
and humanity
through the
years (found bythe
following
the respective
link to its corresponding
study
of
history,
restoration
will
allow
us
to
act
distinctively
on
webpage).
LatCrit
has developed
a substantial
bodythe
of stewardship
scholarship from
ourAdditionally,
longings for
integrity
of the past,
ensuring
of
several other stand-alone symposia: inter alia the South-North Exchange, the
Study Space Series, the International and Comparative Colloquia. LatCrit
Symposia, LATCRIT: LATCRIT: LATINA & LATINO CRITICAL LEGAL THEORY,
INC.,88 Id.
http://latcrit.org/content/publications/latcrit-symposium/
at 373. In criticizing the EPA for adopting RBCA in administrative
(last
visited
decisions,
July 5, 2014).
Flatt posits that it is a result driven due to agency capture by
6 These
includeId.
Professors
Marc-Tizoc González, Andrea Freeman, and
industry
interests.
at 372.
89 Gerald
W. Phillips,
Risk Based
Corrective
Action
César
Cuahtémoc
GarcíaRethinking
Hernández.Restoration:
See About LatCrit,
supra
note 3 (listing
REV
. 659respective
(1996).
and professors
the Future of
Regulation,
16 Directors
N. ILL. U. L.
the
onEconomic
the LatCrit
Board of
and
their
law
90 Groundwater contamination also represents a limitation on potential
schools).
7 Campo
growth
offsite.Sano, LATCRIT: LATINA AND LATINO CRITICAL LEGAL THEORY,
INC,91http://www.latcrit.org/content/campo-sano/
A. Dan Tarlock, Slouching Toward Eden: (last
The Eco-pragmatic
visited July 5, 2014).
Challenges
8 Id.
of Ecosystem
Revival, 87 MINN. L. REV . 1173 (2003) (focusing on the trouble of
9 Id.
identifying
an endpoint of restoration as getting back to what past).
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historical
The organizers
as well as of
contemporary
Study Spacedimensions
III were aware
of theofworld
how around
unique
and
us.” 92important the RMA Refuge is to the history and development
8 During
our is
stayonin aDenver,
Arguably
the RMA
Refuge
path the
to participants
successfully
of the
Denver region.
in Study the
Space
were given
a tour
of theFWS
RMA wildlife
Refuge biologists
that included
meeting
historical
fidelity
criteria.
are
two parts: tothe
ongoingthe
cleanup
activities
with prior
immense
areas
attempting
re-create
prairies
that existed
to the
use of
dredged
landfills,
and the
open and
to the
public with
the
areasoil
for and
farming.
Toward
thatsections
end, plants
vegetation
are
prairie dog
clearatlakes,
dustyincluding
fine grassblue
prairie,
bison.
brought
in habitat,
and planted
the site,
flax, and
bluestem,
The RMA
Refuge’sbuffalo,
future iswestern
markedlywheat
at oddsgrasses,
with its past
blue
gamma,
and legacy
sand
93 Species
such as This
deer, dramatic
badgers, contrast
prairie provides
dogs, bald
of environmental
degradation.
a
sagebrush.
eagles,
and into
bison the
have increasingly
been reintroduced
to the site
or, in
unique hawks
window
dominant
impulse—
the
case of some
birds,
migrated
there.
frequently
in the
context
of mitigating
the impacts of urban
On the other
historicaland
fidelity
conflicts
the
development—to
focushand,
on restoration
creation
of “fauxwith
nature”
interest
in leaving for
in place
certain exoticconservation.
species of plants
will
as a substitute
environmental
Thisthatpaper
serve
to the
deterRMA
prairie
dogs
from moving
intoof areas
yet to be
examines
Refuge
restoration
in terms
key benchmarks
94 Furthermore,
the prairie
will not2)behistorical
restored
decontaminated.
of successful restorations:
1) biological
integrity;
everywhere
order to continue
to support
more diversepractices
variety
fidelity; 3) in
identifying
root causes
of anda addressing
of
speciestothat
has developeddegradation;
over time due
human intrusions
leading
environmental
andto finally,
4) public
95
onto
the landscape.
engagement,
connecting
with the public and encouraging
By focusing on
narrative iscontinuity
and the
importance
of
environmentalism.
Restoration
a choice among
a variety
of land
place,
we canand
better
understand
is concerned
with
use options,
I emphasize
thewhy
needtheforpublic
community
acceptance
obscuring
the truebecause
historythe
of the
RMA. ofIt choice
is important
recognize
and involvement
element
is oftentosubsumed
the
past andover
our historic
connections
with it.
Wewhat
can isexperience
the thesis
place
by conflicts
conditions
and
natural. My
of
the RMA
Refuge aswill
a unique
to return
to
is that
the restoration
become decision
a community
assetthe
onlyland
if the
wildlife
lessons supporting
of the pasthabitat.
are taught side by side with the ecological
success of restoration at the site.
While
I conclude
that
in several
areas the
restoration
is
C. Identifying
Root
Causes
and Addressing
Sources
of
achieving identified objectives,
the areas where the RMA Refuge
Degradation.
restoration falls short of those benchmarks provide opportunities
for refining
expectations
regarding
restorationsoften
in general.
Restoration
of damaged
environments
results The
in
RMA Refuge
is a work-in-progress,
yet wildlife
it has already
improved
ecosystems
and beneficial
habitat.produced
Many
lessons for managing
public intervention
response to to
restoration
projects
restorations
involve human
undo harm.
But and
the
how image control
thwart publicwill
support.
As succinctly
stated
expectation
that canrestoration
encourage
a
deeper
9: “[r]eturning the
by the Remediation
Ventureanalyzing
Office (RVO)
environmental
ethic requires
whether
the harm that
10
Arsenal toto be
a community
requires a is
comprehensive
effort.”In
needed
“undone” byasset
the restoration
likely to re-occur.
other words, will further restoration be required at the site in the
futureof 5because
people
continue
to take
to
depth
feet in some
areaswill
and 10
feet in others.
Pressactions
Release,leading
Colo. Dep’ts
96
In
a
critique
of
restoration
practice,
environmental
degradation?
of L. & Pub. Health & Env't, The Natural Resource Damage Assessment, (Oct.
29, 2007) at 3-22 (citing specifically to South Plants Central Processing Area
and Former Basin F). The reduction in amount of NRD ultimately reached by
ERIC HIGGS
, NATURE
BY plume
DESIGN
: Pbe
EOPLE
, NATURAL
PROCESS
AND
the 92
settlement
indicates
that the
may
shrinking
at a faster
rate, than
ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION 158 (2003).
anticipated.
93 Study
8
Cohn, supra
Space note
III: Private
80 at 277.
and Public Lands in the Post-Colonial North
94 Id. West
Crested
would 2008.
be maintained
in areas
American
tookwheatgrass
place in December
Study Space
III wassurrounding
a project of
former
sites prior
remediation.
Because
this grass
2-3
LatCrit contaminated
and the Georgia
State toUniversity
College
of Law
Centergrows
for the
feet
in height,Study
prairie
cannot see
over itStudy
and are
reluctant
to move
into
Comparative
of dogs
Metropolitan
Growth.
Space
provided
a unique
that
area. Id.for participants to engage in deep reflection on place and history
opportunity
95 Id.
within
a diverse group of scholars.
96 For an in depth look at ecosystem restoration through five complex case
9 Theincluding
RVO refers
to the partnership
between
Shell, theover
US time,
Army see
andMFish
ARY
studies,
examination
of successes
and set-backs
D
OYLE
AND C
A. Dthe
REWsite
, LARGE
ECOSYSTEM
and
Wildlife
toYNTHIA
transform
into -S
a CALE
wildlife
refuge. RESTORATION (2008)
10 Milestones,
The Evolution
Rocky Mountain
Arsenal, brochure
(parenthetical
needed).
Related to of
thisthe
challenge
is where restorations
fail to
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Professor from
different
Alyson
its Flournoy
predecessors,
has argued
particularly
that since
identifying
it hadthe
thereasons
benefit
fortwo
of
environmental
years of planning.
degradation is a foundational, yet often
97
overlooked
Like the
stepshift
in a in
successful
conference
restoration.
scheduling,
other changes have
the RMA
Refuge restoration
meets concerted
this benchmark
takenWhether
place within
the LatCrit
entity, including
efforts
requires
looking
at it from
both a broad and In
narrow
Broadly
to
continue
a process
of institutionalization.
recentview.
years,
there
speaking,
key focus
legal onprovision
driving on
thisits restoration
is
has
been a the
growing
how to capitalize
critical niche,
CERCLA. cultivating
The adoption
of generation
CERCLA of
itself,
with
provisions
continue
the next
critical
scholars,
and
allowingthat
restoration
acquiringjurisprudence
the equivalent
of natural
ensure
the baton orof outsider
is passed
along.
resources that
been damaged
speaks of recognition
Internally,
thehave
organization
has certainly
shifted, including
a gradual
that past of
hazardous
waste
practices were
insufficiently
protective
changing
the guard
in leadership,
so to
speak, as well
as a
of the environment.
CERCLA isFor
nowexample,
driving from
cleanups
downsizing
in administration.
2008at tomany
the
sites thatthe
were
former
military was
installations.
Congress
could have
present,
Board
of Directors
intentionally
downsized,
with
designed
law to of
exclude
Congress
adopted
a
growingthenumber
Boardthese
seatssites.
beingInstead,
occupied
by junior
law
6
specific provisions
to address federal facilities and CERCLA’s
professors.
is LatCrit’s
of as
a
broadAnother
remedialmajor
goals development
are implemented
at militaryacquisition
sites as well
physicalproperty.
space for the organization. The property, Campo Sano
private
(Spanish
for “Camp
Healthy,”
or more
is
On the
other hand,
if one
looks literally,
narrowly“Camp
at theSanity”),
situation,
7 Purchased
by
a ten-acre
parcel
land located
in Central
Florida.
because
the
RMAof Refuge
is a former
military
site,
all the root
LatCrit that
in 2011,
theaddressed
space is home
to being
The Living
Justice
Center
causes
can be
are not
impacted.
If one
key
The physical
facility
and the
Community
Campus.
piece
of aLatCrit
successful
restoration
is its 8capacity
to identify
andserves
exert
as a means
“to levelfuture
the playing
field andimpacts,
give LatCrit
activists
a
pressure
to prevent
environmental
the RMA
is not
9 The
space
is intended
fighting
to be
likely
to chance
fare well
in heard.”
a narrow
view.
This
narrower view requires
that we look at the intersection of military policy and
to serve laws,
as thewhich
hub of
educational,
environmental
do their
not have
such aresearch,
harmonious
advocacy and activism to remedy the imbalance and
interplay.
deficiencies
of the facility
currentcleanup,
legal system.
Having
an has
First,
as a federal
the cleanup
project
independent hampered
physical by
base
has Army’s
become insistence
critical that
as its
been significantly
the U.S.
universities
and law are
schools
increasingly
are even
less It
objectives
and prerogatives
of more
weight than
any others.
is this concern about adequate oversight by the EPA of the U.S.
Army that led the 10th Circuit to rule in favor of State
involvement
in enforcement of hazardous waste laws in U.S. v.
Naming and Launching a New Discourse of Critical Legal Scholarship, 2
98 Moreover, given the history of less than
State
of
Colorado.
HARV . LATINO L. REV . 1 (1997).
LATINA & in
LATINO
that
See also cleanup
LatCrit objectives,
Biennial Conferences,
LATCRIT: reasoning
aggressive
the 10th Circuit’s
CRITICAL
EGAL vindicated
THEORY, INC
http://latcrit.org/content/conferences/latcritcase
has Lbeen
in., the
RMA Refuge story. By this view,
biennial-conferences/
(last more
visited July
5, 2013)
list ofpeople
the previous
military
policy looks
broadly
at (providing
securing a the
from
conferences, and providing direct links to view symposia articles for some
outside
aggressors,
although
those
efforts
may
at
times
be
at
odds
years (found by following the respective year’s link to its corresponding
with
sustainable
environmental
actions.
webpage).
Additionally,
has developed
substantial
of scholarship
from
The 2008LatCrit
Supreme
Court adecision
inbody
Winter
v. Natural
several other Defense
stand-alone
symposia:points
inter alia
Exchange, the
Resources
Council
to the
a South-North
lack of precautionary
Study Space
theoperations
International
andmay
Comparative
Colloquia.
LatCrit
approach
to Series,
military
that
significantly
impact
the
Symposia, LATCRIT: LATCRIT: LATINA & LATINO CRITICAL LEGAL THEORY,
INC.,
http://latcrit.org/content/publications/latcrit-symposium/
(last
visited
July 5, 2014).
take6 into
These
consideration
include Professors
all inputs.Marc-Tizoc
For example,
González,
shallow Andrea
lake restorations
Freeman,have
and
César
been particularly
Cuahtémoc problematic.
García Hernández.
For a See
discussion
About LatCrit,
of the restoration
supra note 3of(listing
Lake
the
Apopka
professors
and need
on for
theadaptive
LatCrit management
Board of Directors
in restoration
and their
projects,
respective
see Mary
law
schools).
Jane Angelo, Stumbling Toward Success: A Story of Adaptive Law and
7 Campo
Sano, L87
ATC
EB:. L.
LATINA
REV . 950
AND(2009).
LATINO CRITICAL LEGAL THEORY,
Ecosystem
Resilience,
NRIT
INC,97http://www.latcrit.org/content/campo-sano/
Flournoy, supra note 66, at 192.
(last visited July 5, 2014).
98Id.
8
United States v. Colorado, 990 F.2d 1565 (10th Cir. 1993), cert. denied,
Id. 1092 (1994).
510 9U.S.
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99 In Winter,
environment.
The organizers
of Study
petitioners
Space III
challenged
were aware
as inadequate
of how unique
the
and
Environmental
important the
Assessment
RMA Refuge
(EA) prepared
is to the by
history
the Navy
and development
in 2007 for
8 During
ourcoast
stay of
in California
Denver, the
of
training
the Denver
to be region.
conducted
off the
in participants
the Pacific
in
StudyThe
Space
were
given
a tour
the RMA Refuge
Ocean.
lower
court
issued
anofinjunction
againstthat
the included
training
two
parts: pending
the ongoing
cleanup of
activities
with immense
areas
of
operations,
evaluation
the substantive
claims.
The
dredged
andruled
landfills,
the sections
open
the public
with
Supremesoil
Court
that and
the lower
court did
nottoproperly
defer
to
prairie
dog habitat,
clear
dusty
fine grassinvolving
prairie, and
bison.
the military’s
interest
in lakes,
training
operations
sonar
for
While
the substantive
issuesits still
The
RMA security.
Refuge’s100
future
is markedly
at odds with
past lacked
legacy
national
resolution,
an injunction
wouldThis
havedramatic
prevented
harms provides
that have
of environmental
degradation.
contrast
a
been
proven
to occur
whales
due to sonardominant
submarineimpulse—
training
unique
window
intoto the
increasingly
events.
Theincourt’s
balancing
weighing
military
and
frequently
the context
of approach
mitigatingin the
impacts
of urban
environmental
foresight. and
It fails
to prevent
need
development—toneeds
focus lacks
on restoration
creation
of “fauxthe
nature”
for
actions tofor
undo
environmental conservation.
harm.
as future
a substitute
environmental
This paper
Some the
have
sought
cast the story
of Winter
in a more
examines
RMA
Refugeto restoration
in terms
of key benchmarks
positive
light, restorations:
arguing that1) the
Navy had
conceded
that its
of successful
biological
integrity;
2) historical
activities
would
cause harm
that of
it would
make certain
efforts
fidelity; 3)
identifying
root and
causes
and addressing
practices
to
reduceto those
harms. Butdegradation;
ultimately, and
the finally,
military’s4) goal
is
leading
environmental
public
national
security.
The tradeoffs
a wayencouraging
that other
engagement,
connecting
with are
thebalanced
public in and
important
goals, such
as environmental
may have
to
environmentalism.
Restoration
is a choice protection,
among a variety
of land
give
way to that
objective.
To parallel
the RMAacceptance
Refuge, it
use options,
and ultimate
I emphasize
the need
for community
would
be difficultbecause
to predict
or to
thesubsumed
cache of
and involvement
the how
element
of what
choiceextent
is often
weapons
produced
by theconditions
arsenal supported
nationalMy
security.
by conflicts
over historic
and whatour
is natural.
thesis
It
sufficient
to say that,
the whole,
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